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In a recent note in Antiquarian Horology, Neil Handley described some ‘hybrid objects featuring the combination of an intricate working device with another instrument’, specifically three lorgnettes containing small timepieces. In this article we describe a slightly different hybrid: a telescope-watch combination (Fig. 1).

The telescope is of a standard configuration for the early nineteenth century: three draw tubes; an achromatic objective lens; four further lenses in the smallest draw tube. It is just under 18cm long when closed and extends to about 50cm. The maker’s name, ‘Fraser & Son London’, is engraved on the eyepiece end and helps to date the piece to no earlier than 1799. What is more unusual is the quality of materials and decoration – comprising blue enamel, pearls and gold – and the addition of a watch (Fig. 2), which screws onto the end of the barrel to form a cover for the objective lens. The watch is numbered 4647.
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Although it was presumably engraved with the Fraser name in England prior to sale – and perhaps gilded there, since the engraving is under the gilding – both the watch and the telescope appear to have been imported from Switzerland. The enamelling is particularly characteristic of Swiss work of the period. Certain details of the watch, notably the style of the dial and hands, further confirm that it was made in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.

The telescope was presented to the National Maritime Museum (NMM) in 1938 by its most prominent benefactor, Sir James Caird. When Caird purchased it the same year (from Berry of Piccadilly via Spink & Son), it was said to have been taken by General de Montauban from the Winter Palace in Peking (Beijing) during the Boxer Rebellion (1899–1901) and to have passed through the collection of Bernard Franck (see Fig. 3). Part of this provenance must be incorrect, however, since Montauban died in 1870, although he had been in command of French forces during the later part of the Second Opium War of 1856–60, when looting took place in what is now called the Old Summer Palace. It is also worth noting the number of objects with similar provenance claims. It was also believed in the 1930s that the telescope had been among the scientific instruments presented to the Qianlong Emperor (reigned 1736–96) by Lord Macartney in 1793, during his trade mission to China on behalf of the East India Company and the British Government. The mission aimed to open up new markets for English goods and obtain a lease for an English trading post in China. It failed on both counts.

This supposition persisted for many years, with the telescope displayed in the NMM and elsewhere in connection with the Macartney embassy, perhaps helped by the fact that an orrery by Fraser was among the gifts. Given the likely date of manufacture and incorporation of the son's name in the inscription, however, the telescope must have entered China on a later occasion. In recent years, therefore, a more cautious approach has been adopted on the assumption that it was presented during one of the European embassies of the nineteenth century, although it is also possible that it entered China by purchase.

Such an account of how the telescope might have arrived in China fits well with what we know about other pieces and the market for luxury goods in Asia in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The telescope-watch certainly bears comparison to items found elsewhere, including the collections of the Palace Museum in Beijing, where there are at least three telescope-watches, a telescope containing a magnetic compass, a gilt-copper telescope with enamel decoration and a Swiss watch with similar split-pearl decoration. These are mostly dated by the Palace Museum to the eighteenth century.\(^9\) The Sandberg Watch Collection, sold in 2001, contained another three-draw telescope watch (no. 2243), by Fraser & Son, with later French import marks and a slightly different decoration.\(^10\) A closer match is in the Patek Philippe Museum: a telescope by Fraser & Son that appears almost identical in size, shape and decoration to the NMM example.\(^11\) Sadly, it has no watch, but presumably did at one time. The same museum also has a number of other comparable items, including a telescope with watch made by James Cox in about 1775, presumably for the Chinese market.\(^12\)
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Accounts of the Macartney embassy also provide interesting information about the reception of such items in China. Macartney recorded on 14 September 1793, for example, that

The emperor presented me with a *ju-eu-jou* of a greenish coloured stone [...] at the same time he very graciously received from me a pair of beautiful enamelled watches set with diamonds

and on 29 November that,

We stopped all last night at the village, about four miles from Nan-chou-fou, where the Fuyen, or Governor of the province, paid us a visit, and brought us presents of tea and tea-cups, some beads, pieces of silk and red Nankin. I returned his compliment with a pair of pearl watches, an assortment of hardware, knives, scissors, wine, and brandy.\(^{13}\)

In terms of its enamel and pearl decorative scheme, then, the NMM telescope would not have been out of place among the sorts of gift Macartney and later visitors made to the Emperor and other Chinese officials or that the wealthy were purchasing by this time. Enthusiasm for European technological artefacts had been strong at the Chinese court since the seventeenth century and demand for European-style technologies expanded sufficiently in the eighteenth century for manufacturing centres to be developed in China, notably at Canton (Guangzhou). Clocks, watches and instruments also became increasingly decorative and playful towards the end of the eighteenth century, in contrast, say, to those acquired during the reign of the Kangxi Emperor (1662–1722).\(^{14}\) The well-known clocks and automata of James Cox were a particularly exuberant expression of this. Unsurprisingly, the technological enthusiasm included telescopes. In 1773, for instance, the Jesuit missionary Michael Benoist described the Qianlong Emperor’s reaction to a telescope presented the previous year. He never tired of witnessing its ‘surprising effects’, Benoist noted, and appointed two eunuchs to carry it around at all times.\(^{15}\)

It seems unlikely that the exact story of how the NMM’s telescopic timepiece made its way to China will ever be fully recovered. Nonetheless, we can plausibly place it within a culture of diplomatic exchange and the consumption of flamboyant technological pieces by the wealthy and as a particularly fine example of a hybrid instrument. For those who wish to see it, the telescope-watch is on display in the *Traders* gallery of the NMM.
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